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Our studio is searching for neo-vernacular utopias to 
counterbalance our dystopian present. We choose to 
see architecture as the visible outcome of political 
situations. As such, buildings are the material evidence 
of a social and economic history and cannot be un-
derstood as autonomous forms. 

Our studio is interested in contemporary informal 
architectures; what we like to call the neo-vernacular.
Although often born from social injustice, self-built 
urban environments can be seen as the physical result 
of a temporary utopia. They are the result of the direct 
conjunction of human needs and economic factors, 
free from the mediation of the architect or the control
of the legislative power. Avoiding the aestheticization of 
poverty, we look at these architectures driven by a strict 
economy rather than abstract concepts and question 
top-down approaches to architecture.

Far from the groomed city centers, our studio looks at 
the forgotten suburbs of the neo-capitalist landscape. 
For this new semester, we will study Almería; a diverse 
region at the crossroads of migration routes, cultures 
and global food flows. We will dig into the alien lands-
cape generated by intensive agriculture and migrating 
workmanship, and learn from the informal.

During this semester we will focus on the physical 
gesture of construction. We will look at architecture 
through the lens of workmanship and understand the 
act of building as an Action. Manual labour and the 
economy of means will guide us through the process of 
design, using human movement as a starting point.
Leaving formalism behind us, we will create archi-
tectures born from the deep understanding of the of-
ten-painful act of construction and see architecture as 
a social and political act rather than a design exercise.

Neotopia
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Leopold Banchini Architects aims to develop an 
eclectic and non-dogmatic architecture celebrating 
simplicity, economy and sustainability. We see 
architecture as a tool to support unexpected and diverse 
ways of living together and refuse to use buildings as 
representations of power, wealth or cultural superiority. 
We value the poetry of construction over composition 
and admire direct answers to unique sites and contexts. 
We look for humble aesthetics based on the veracity 
of expression against preconceived functionalism. 
We use creativity to encourage alternative models to 
commercial methods of production and expand the 
traditional definitions of project making using DIY 
cultures as means of emancipation. We challenge 
established relations of knowledge supremacies and 
admire the beauty of neo-vernacular buildings and 
popular intelligence. We see the origins of architectural 
elements beyond borders and historical periods. 
We place political and environmental considerations at 
the very heart of our practice and address architecture 
as a form of social action.

Atelier Banchini
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No tengo lugar
y no tengo paisaje
yo menos tengo patria

(Nací En Alamo, Remedios Silva Pisa, Vengo, 2000)

At first glance, the sea of plastic is a dazzling white 
mirage in the sun of Andaluzia. At closer look, it might 
be a metaphor of our contemporary economy, merging 
the contradictions of our dystopian relation with nature 
into one absurd landscape. In Almeria, 2’600’000’000m2 
of handmade greenhouses cover the land, producing 
30’000’000kg of plastic waste each year and almost 
as much chemical waste dumped into the soil. It is the 
unseen outcome of our year-round globalized food 
consumption. Surprisingly, with more than 12,500 inde-
pendent farms, this industrial complex is ran on a rather 
small and informal scale. Greenhouses are hand built 
onsite using artisanal techniques and maintained by a 
largely informal workforce mainly composed of immi-
grant/illegal workers. Exposed to harsh working condi-
tions and significant contact with toxic products, the 
workers are also facing severe social marginalisation. 
The housing condition of these illegal masses is also 
largely informal and self produced. Here cultures merge 
and crash, sometimes with tragic violence.

During our semester, we will dive into the sea of plastic. 
We will analyse the specific urban forms generated by 
this informal yet highly industrial landscape. Rather than 
ignoring the spatial products of our capitalist society, 
we will learn from this dystopian reality. What if Almeria 
was a sneakpeek into our near future? A totally urba-
nised landscape, where nature is fully controlled and 
reduced to soly production. What if a Neotopia could be 
born from this reality, using DIY building methods, reuse 
and local materials to shape a new social contract and 
unexpected living structures?

Vengo
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Our Atelier is a research team working to develop a 
common ground of knowledge and share ideas and 
thoughts about the current state of architecture and ur-
ban planning. This semester, Almeria is our case study. 
Our research won’t be exhaustive but we hope to learn 
a few things and question many more. 

Each step of the research is design, each act of mani-
pulation is independently relevant. We design by taking 
action on materials and in space: during this studio 
we experience the production of space starting from 
needs, contingencies and through the direct engage-
ment of the body. We value process and experience 
above final products.

We work on ever-changing-forms. Our projects are not 
aimed at creating a final shape following a defined pro-
gram, but rather at developing a design that embeds 
possible variations, adaptations, and future transforma-
tions, considering an evolution of users.

Simple materials and construction techniques guide 
the definition of spatial and architectural features: 
orientation, distribution, articulation and details are the 
result of careful studies and tests of material qualities 
and their possible composition. The choice of the mate-
rials obey the standards of affordability and availability. 
The construction process needs to be thought through 
the medium of the body, assisted by basic tools. We in-
voke the philosophy of self-construction and self-suffi-
ciency. Action, Transition and Emancipation are guiding 
principles of our design studio.

During this semester, we will disconnect ourselves 
from our computers and build together using our bo-
dies. The same bodies that have been so strongly 
constrained by several years of Covid. Mock-ups and 
models will be our primary way of research and commu-
nication. 

Research
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During the semester, we will host regular Weekly Talks 
by international architects, artists, critics and activists 
who will guide us through various topics and expand 
our notions of construction, design and urbanism. 

Anne Holtrop, Noura Al-Sayeh, Elli Mosayebi, Chus 
Martínez, Constructlab, isla Architects and many more 
will join us during the semester. We will invite archi-
tects to talk about the construction process of simple 
houses. With us, they will share their experiences of 
building practicalities and constraints rather than 
conceptual discourses. 

The Atelier will organize fortnightly Curated Dinners: an 
informal occasion to eat, meet, continue sharing opi-
nions after class and build our own collective idea of 
Utopia. Each dinner will be designed as a unique expe-
rience, questioning our preconceived understanding 
of dining and sharing. Each dinner will be a set for a 
scripted collective performance. Each element - space, 
furniture, cutlery, food, light, music, interactions - will 
be designed by the group in charge.

The work produced by the Atelier will be discussed 
regularly in various review formats to offer an exchange 
as broad as possible:

Table Reviews are intimate occasions of debate and 
exchange with the tutors. Each group will be assigned a 
tutor and meet regularly throughout the entire semes-
ter.

Peer-to-peer Reviews are internal reviews led by the 
participants of the Atelier. Their aim is to develop a 
constructive critical culture amongst all the partici-
pants. The tutors will not intervene in these critiques.

Atelier Reviews will involve all the participants of the 
Atelier. We expect all students to attend and take part 
in these reviews. During these reviews, the work will 
be discussed without presentation. As such, the work 
will need to stand by itself. It will be the occasion to 
confront our production with external viewers. 

Intermediate Review and Final Review will be curated 
by the Atelier all together. Guests will be invited to join 
the discussion. The participants will present their work 
using models, mock-ups and words only.

Living Structure
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 Temporary Autonomous Zone
To launch our collaboration, we will collectively design 
and build our shared temporary utopia. We will start by 
collectively designing the different elements for our 
settlement, answering our needs, to rest, eat, sleep, 
play, etc. We will then build our settlement, using given 
recycled materials. While working and living together, 
we will reflect on the effort of self-organisation, tempo-
rary community, off-grid alternatives, preconceived de-
finitions of needs and our understanding of architecture.

 Learning from the informal
Our urban research will focus on the spatial qualities of 
the informal settlements of Almeria. Through surveys, 
interviews, documentation and historical research, 
we will try to better understand the history of the re-
gion. Groups of 2 will be assigned case studies and will 
map the urban structures, typologies, landscapes and 
construction techniques. They will highlight the charac-
teristics and specificities of these neighbourhoods and 
share their findings with the Atelier.

 In Situ
During our voyage to Almeria in October, we will deepen 
our knowledge of local landscape and ecosystem. We 
will come as prepared researchers and not as uninfor-
med tourists. We will travel around Almeria with local 
workers, architects, activists, artists and inhabitants. 
Finally, each group will spend time in their area of re-
search and gather the needed material to continue the 
documentation and survey. Back in Mendrisio, we will 
analyse our findings and continue our mapping work.

 Do it yourselves
We will start the design phase by building 1:1 mock-
ups. This will allow us to develop construction tech-
niques before being absorbed by the program. The 
choice of the construction materials is the founding 
principle of the design process. Learning from the 
informal and considering economic factors and avai-
lability, we will select up to three readymade compo-
nents per project. Transforming and assembling these 
components, we will create unexpected construction 
methods. We will continue to develop these mock-ups 
until the end of the semester. In order to better our un-
derstanding of the act of building, we will visit builders’ 
workshops to acquire knowledge about crafts, learn 
about building techniques and the use of tools and ma-
chineries. We believe that the capacity to understand 
the gesture of construction is crucial to design mea-
ningful architecture.

Steps
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 Self produced
The projects will be developed through mock-ups and 
models, defining together the spatial condition and the 
construction details. The projects will be developed 
from the construction techniques defined in the mock-
ups. We will disregard traditional typologies to develop 
unique and unexpected proposals. 
Each group will envision a living structure within one of 
the given sites. Each design will be a proposal for a new 
settlement, encouraging self sufficiency, autonomy and 
shared utopias. Each settlement should accommodate 
10 people. The aim of the design process is to reflect 
on design simplicity and question preconceived func-
tionalism; we are not formulating solutions for complex 
social issues made visible by informal settlements, but 
rather learning from the creativity of neo-vernacular 
building techniques and urban forms. Thus, the projects 
are not to be set inside an informal neighbourhood, but 
in a vacant lot surrounded by green houses. Compu-
ters will be stored away; the projects will be developed 
through mock-ups and models.

 Togetherness
For the final presentation, each group of 2 will present 
their research about a specific case study. It will in-
clude Nolli plans, studies of typologies and construc-
tion techniques, social and historical findings, etc. 
Altogether, these targeted researches will produce a 
non-exhaustive survey of the Informal Almeria today.

Each group will also present its project using a scale 1:1 
mock up, a 1:100 and 1:20 physical model showing the 
materials, the construction technique and the spatial 
qualities of the settlement. 2D drawings or images will 
not be presented. Detailed deliverables for each week 
and for the reviews are to be found in the schedule.

Steps
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The Southeast of the Iberian Peninsula is the most arid 
region in Europe. In most of this territory precipita-
tion is below 350 mm per year and many areas receive 
less than 250 mm. Precipitation, as well as scarce, is 
very irregular and often comes in the form of torrential 
events. The main natural resource, from an economic 
viewpoint, is represented by minerals (silver, lead, iron, 
etc.).

In the second half of the 20th century, one of the largest 
agrarian transformations in Spain’s recent history took 
place in the South-east of the country: the introduction 
and subsequent development of vegetable production 
using plastic greenhouses. This new agricultural model, 
which represented a departure from previous farming 
systems, was established in a new location and was 
entirely dependent on subterranean water sources.

The result was rapid growth from the 1970s onward 
that occurred in a haphazard and unstructured manner, 
creating significant negative externalities: the exploita-
tion and contamination of aquifers; extraction of sand 
and soil for agricultural use; unregulated removal of 
waste; occupation of areas of environmental interest; 
deterioration of the landscape; use of public waters; 
a badly structured and ill-managed territorial system; 
and poor-quality roads. Furthermore, the development 
of intensive agriculture created competition with other 
economic activities, such as tourism, for the use of na-
tural resources. 

A. Sánchez-Picón, J.A. Aznar-Sánchez, J. García-La-
torre, Economic cycles and environmental crisis in arid 
southeastern Spain. A historical perspective, Journal of 
Arid Environments 75 (2011), pp. 1360-1367)

20 Case Studies:
From Desert land 
to the Green El Dorado
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1
Club de Golf Playa Serena

36°43’42.1”N 
2°37’42.0”W
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2
Chabola de la Casillas

36°53’15.4”N 
2°09’25.8”W
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3
Housing el Puche

36°50’54.3”N 
2°25’56.4”W
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4
Camping Las Vegas

36°44’35.7”N 
2°57’56.0”W
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5
Cortes Housing

36°43’39.6”N 
2°50’42.1”W
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6
Balanegra Holiday Village

36°45’03.3”N 
2°54’54.6”W
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7
Dalias Desalination Plant 

36°44’36.9”N 
2°54’16.1”W
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8
Almería Fair

36°50’07.1”N 
2°25’48.3”W
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9
Recycling Plastic Industry

36°45’52.9”N 
2°46’09.4”W
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10
Cortijos de Marín Housing

36°45’31.0”N 
2°39’38.1”W
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11
Water Purification Plant

36°44’43.7”N 
2°48’45.3”W
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12
Adra River Mouth

36°44’22.4”N 
2°58’43.1”W
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13
Adra Natural Park 

36°45’04.8”N 
2°57’00.2”W
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14
Experimental Station 

36°47’36.0”N 
2°43’11.4”W
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An eclectic collection of publications that 
serve as a basic introduction to counter-
cultural models of living and building. 
Beyond the realm of conventional thinking, 
these sourcebooks offer alternative 
perspectives in a wide array of topics. 
These categories distinguish the selected 
publications from one another, but are 
principally open and, even more, invite 
for reciprocal exchange.

ALFIERI (2000). La ciudad abierta. Una 
comunità di architetti, una architettura 
fatta in comune. Torino: Dedalo

ANDRESOIU, B. and CIOCAZANU, A. (2008). 
KASTELLO, Palate Ale Rromilor 
Din Romania. Bucarest: Editura Igloo

ANTFARM (1972). Inflatocookbook. 
San Francisco: Chip Lord

AURELI, P.V. (2014) The City as a Project, 
Berlin: Ruby Press

BANCHINI, L. , FEIREISS, L. and KAHN, LL. 
(2021). Shelter Cookbook. Leipzig: 
Spector Books   
 
BANCHINI, L. , PUENTE, M. (2022) 2G 85: 
Leopold Banchini. Cologne: Walther Koenig

BERTELLI, P., CELANT, G., DEMAND, T., 
GROYS, B., KOOLHAAS, R., MARTINEZ C,. 
et al. (2013). When Attitudes Become Form. 
Bern 1969/Venice 2013 . Milan: Prada Arte

BLUNT, A., WILLIS, J. (2016). Dissident 
Geographies: An Introduction to Radical 
Ideas and Practice. New York: Routledge

BOUCHAIN, P. (2006). Construire 
autrement: Comment faire? 
Arles: Actes Sud

BRANZI, A., BUTI, R., DALISI, R., LA PIETRA, 
U., MENDINI, A., SOTTSASS, E., et al.(1974). 
Global Tools Bulletin 1. Milan: Edizioni 
L’uomo e l’arte

BROOME, J., RICHARDSON, B. (1995). The 
self-build book, Totnes: Green Earth Books

CAMPOS COSTA, P., ALLEGRI, A. (2014). 
Homeland–News from Portugal, Arquivo 
2014, Lisbon: NOTE

CARERI, F., (2017). Walkscapes—Walking 
as an aesthetic practice, Ames: Culicidae 
Architectural Pres. 

CASTILLO, G. ,CHOI, E., CLARKE, A., 
DUBBERLY, H. (2015). Hippie Modernism. 
The Struggle for Utopia. Minnesota: 
Walker Art Center

CHAREYRE, R. (1978). Maison Autonome. 
Paris: Gallimard

CML (Câmara Municipal de Loures) (2005) 
Sociological survey of the populations 
living at PER sites—Quinta da Serra, Quinta 
das Mós and Talude Militar. Loures: 
CML/DMH/Grupo de Estudos Sociais 

CRUZ, T., BURDETT, R., HARVEY, D. (2014), 
Uneven Growth, Gadanho, Pedro (ed.), 
The Museum of Modern Art, New York

DE JARCY, X. (2019). Les Abandonnés!: 
Histoire des «!cités de banlieue!». 
Paris: Albin Michel

DE VYLDER, J (2011). The drawing is 
everywhere. In Architecture as a Craft; 
Architecture, drawing, model and position, 
Riedijk, M. (ed). Delft: SUN Architecture

DOVEY, K. and KING, R. (2011), Forms of 
Informality, Built Environment, 37, 11-29

EMERSON, T., MACDONALD, S., (2015). 
Dust Free Friends. Zürich: Park Books

FERREIRA, V. M (1987). Urbanização 
espontânea. Alguns tópicos para debate, 
in DGOT, Encontros sobre Construção 
Clandestina, vol. I

FREITAS, A (1961). Bairros 
clandestinos. Lisbon: Arquitectura, 
73, 27-35

FRIEDMAN, Y. (2009). L’architettura di 
sopravvivenza. Una filosofia della povertà. 
Torino: Bollati Boringhieri

FRIEDMAN, Y. (2016). Utopie realizzabili. 
Macerata: Quodlibet

FRIEDMAN, Y. (2020). Roofs. Local 
materials, simple technology, 
sophisticated ideas. Macerata: Quodlibet

FULLER, B. (1969). Operating Manual For 
Spaceship Earth. Carbondale: Southern 
Illinois University Press

G. ROMERO, P.,  GARCIA RUIZ, M., (2019). 
Máquinas de Vivir: Flamenco y arquitectura 
en la ocupación y desocupación de espa-
cios. Barcelona: Puente Editores

GRAHAME, A. and McKEAN, J. (2021). 
Walter Segal: Self-built Architect. 
London: Lund Humphries

HARDOY, J., & SATTHERWEITE, D. (1986). 
Shelter infrastructures and services in 
Third World cities. Habitat International, 
10(3), 245-284

HENESSEY, J. and PAPANEK, V. (1973). 
Nomadic Furniture. New York City: 
Pantheon Books

ISAACS, K. (1974). How to build your own 
living structures. New York City: Harmony 
Books

KAHN, L. (1973). Shelter. Bolinas California: 
Shelter Publications  

KELLETT, P. (2005) The construction 
of home in the informal city. In 
F. Hernández, P. Kellett and L. Allen (eds.), 
Transculturations: cities, spaces and 
architecture in Latin America. 
Rodopi, Amsterdam
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Schedule   W1  Collective Design    
Sep 22
 -Introduction
 -Preliminary design
Sep 23
 -Collective choice of designs 

  W2 Temporary Autonomous Zone
Sep 29
 -Building
 - Lecture: Leopold Banchini
 -Curated Dinner
Sep 30
 -Building
Oct 01
 -Building
Oct 02
 -Building
 -Closing Party

  W3 Learning From the Informal
Oct 06 
 -Almería Seminar. 
            -Curated Dinner
Oct 05
 -Workshop on Case Studies

  W4 In Situ. Almería
Oct 13
 -Flight to Almería
 -Almería Group Visits. 
Oct 14
 -Almería Group Visits. 
 -Atelier dinner
Oct 15
 -In situ Case Study Survey 
Oct 16
 -In situ Case Study Survey  
 -Flight back to Mendrisio

  W5 Do it yourselves 
Oct 20
 -Table reviews. Deliverables Nolli Plan. 1/1000; 5 Construction  
            Techniques; 5 Typologies 1/100
Oct 21
 -Table reviews: Mock-up 1/1
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Schedule   W6 Atelier Reviews
Oct 27 
 -Atelier Reviews. Deliverables: Nolli Plan. 1/1000; 5 Construction
             Techniques; 5 Typologies 1/100; Mock-up 1/1
 -Curated Dinner
Oct 28
 -Table reviews

  W7 Hardware
Nov 03 
 -Internal Review. Guests: Mario Monotti / Carlo Nozza
 Deliverables: Nolli Plan. 1/1000; 5 Detail 
             Techniques; 5 Typologies 1/100. Mock-up  1/1
 
Nov 04 
 -Table Reviews

  W8 Intermediate Review
Nov 10 
 -Intermediate reviews. 
 -Deliverables: Nolli plan. 1/1000; 5 details of techniques; 5 
             typologies 1/100; Construction Models; Mock-up 1/1 
 - Curated Dinner
Nov 11
 -Table Reviews

  W9 Self Produced
Nov 17
 -Table Reviews. 
 Deliverables: Construction Models; Mock-up 1/1
 - Lecture: Isla Architects
Nov 18
 -Table reviews

  W10  Peer-to-peer Reviews
Nov 24 
 -Peer-to-peer Reviews. 
 Deliverables: Construction Models; Mock-up 1/1
 -Curated Dinner
Nov 25
 -Table Reviews

  W11  Atelier Reviews 
Dec 01
 -Atelier Reviews. 
 Deliverables: Construction Models; Mock-up 1/1
Dec 02
 -Table Reviews.
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Schedule   W12  Shared Utopia
Dec 08
 -Table Reviews. 
 Deliverables:  Construction Models; Mock-up 1/1
 -Curated Dinner
Dec 09
 -Table Reviews
  

  W13  Togetherness
Dec 15
 -Table Reviews. 
 Deliverables: Construction Models; Mock-up 1/1
Dec 16
 -Table Reviews
 Deliverables: Construction Models; Mock-up 1/1

  W14  Final Reviews
Dec 22 
 -Final Review.
 Deliverables: Nolli Plan 1/1000; Final Models; Final Mock-up 1/1 
 -Curated Dinner
Dec 23
 -Project documentation
 -Atelier cleaning 
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Team Leopold Banchini
Professor
leopold.banchini@usi.ch
Present every week on Thursday and Friday 
for reviews, excursions and lectures. 

Pablo Garrido Arnaiz
Assistant 
pablo.garrido.arnaiz@usi.ch
Present every week on Thursday and Friday 
for reviews, excursions and lectures. 

Francesca Gotti
Assistant 
francesca.gotti@usi.ch 
Present every week on Thursday and Friday 
for reviews, excursions and lectures. 
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